When late-life depression improves: what do older patients say about their treatment?
Experts speculate about the mechanisms through which depression interventions operate. However, little is known about what patients think are the "active ingredients" in depression treatment. Given the importance of patient-centered care,understanding this dimension of the provider-intervention-patient interaction provides a missing piece to designing interventions that are congruent with patients' beliefs and preferences about treatment initiation, treatment adherence, and treatment maintenance. The authors used a parallel mixed methods design to identify a purposive sample of 24 older adults with depression who participated in either an integrated care or an enhanced referral model of depression treatment. Open-ended semistructured interviews were used to identify patient perceptions about the benefits of depression treatment during the study. Quantitative assessments of depression status were made at the completion of participation in the treatment study and 6 months postparticipation. Twelve of 24 participants achieved remission of their depression symptoms, with the remainder showing no improvement or a partial response to treatment. Participants who achieved and sustained a remission of their depression symptoms (N=7) attributed their improvement to clear psychoeducational support with their depression care providers and described an ability to affect the outcome of their treatment. Participants who improved but then relapsed described their treatment in vague terms, referring to social aspects of participation. Participants who did not achieve remission ascribed recognition and treatment of their depression to forces outside themselves and described few details about their treatment. Clinicians should consider patient perceptions of the benefits of depression treatment as they discuss and implement therapeutic interventions with depressed older adults.